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Inventing the Middle Ages

Glenn W. Olsen
University of Utah

N

orman Cantor seems to have decided, as a kind of perpetual
outsider (in spite of his Princeton and O xford education), that he
has nothing to lose by telling it all. Of his Inventing the M iddle
Ages: The L ives, Works, and Ideas ofthe Great Medievalists ofthe Twentieth
Century (William Morrow and Company, ew York 1991), Lee Patterson
ays accurately on the dust jacket: 1ntriguing, informative, irritating, and
vastly entertai ning, Inventing the Middle Ages will rattle lots of cages'. I am
not su re that this book has raised Cantor's status in the eyes of very many
practicing medievalists, and indeed one review concludes with the words
'The widespread circulation of this mean-spirited and tendentious work is
a grievous blow to medieval studies' .1 'Grievous blow' or not, undeniably
the book has its fascination. C antor's idea, after a pretty dreadful opening chapter that should alert the reader of trouble ahead without causing
the book to be laid aside, is to encapsulate the life and thought of twenty
medievalists to abo ut 1965. This selection seems somewhat capricious,
fo r the book considers medievalists who should be on a 'top 20' list but
hardly mentions others whose contributions have been of the first order:
Gerhart Ladner is barely mentioned, and his name does not appear
in the unreliable index - but then neither do Jean L eclercq's nor Gerd

' Richard W . Pfaff, in Speculum 69 (1993) pp 122-5. A much more favorable review
by Brian Patrick McGuire in Cistmian Studies Quarterly 27 (1992) p 8587 at 87, comes to
a different conclusion: 'perhaps the best argument for reading history and studying the Middle
Ages that l could ever find for my students'. The present essay (see n 18) took form through
my panicipation in a session of the Annual C onference of the Rocky Mountain Medieval
and Rena.issancc Association, Flagstaff, Arizona, 10 April 1993, devoted to consideration
of Cantor' book. l have especially profited from the 'Response' provided during this session by teven Epstein of the University of Colorado. Epstein noted that for an introduction to academic hiswry in general in the United States, the book to use is Peter Novick,
That Noble Dream: The 'Objectivity Question ' and the Amerira11 H istorical Profession
(Cambridge 1988).
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Tellenbach's.' Cantor does not observe his cutoff date with any consistency
and in fact often brings the story to the present, thus raising the further
question of why some medievalists who have been central to the development of medieval studies in the last generation, such as David Herlihy, are
not mentioned at all. But it is a good rule to be grateful for what a scholar
has done, rather than lament what remains undone. In any ca e, it was
not Cantor's goal to form a top 20 Ii t, and the merit of his election is that
it illustrates very different ways history has been pursued in our century.
Cantor often successfully shows how our present ideas about the
Middle Age were constructed by viewing the past through the prisms of
various twentieth-century intellectual movements.3 The first chapter tries
to et the stage by taking up 'The ~est for the Middle ges'. ln a sketch
of the whole period, Cantor, the author of arguably the worst available
textbook of medieval history in English, shows he has not lost his touch.
Getting Christian theology straight has never been one of an tor's strong
points, and there are many inaccuracies. The Church is de cribed (p 25) a
the institutional form of the Holy pirit (sec Body of Christ?). I gather from
his misinterpretation of the New Te tament later (p 415) that Cantor does
not under tand the difference between optimism and the theological virtue
of hope. A subsection on 'Discovery and Learning' make useful comments
about the modern construction of the Middle Ages but strangely peaks
of Victorian culture or a Victorian mind as if it were a useful label for
nineteenth-century historical studic in Europe generally. One would have
thought a label coming from a country where historical studies were mo t
advanced, that is, from the continent, more appropriate. Cantor's later
description of the amateurishness of the English and the professionali m
of the Germans, which in individual cases needs qualification, show that
he understands that in many ways England, though not without its continental contacts, was a scholarly backwater.' In 1988 Cantor published
the book Twentieth- Century Culture: Modernism to D econstruction, and in
Inventing the Middle Ages he illuminates his medieval-modern comparisons.
' Robert Bartlett, 'The Cantorbury Tales', Ntw York Review of Book1 {NYRB] 39.9
(14 May 1992) pp 12- 15, at p 12, observes that Cantor's 'selection is not so much idiosyncratic as strictly limited in range .... What we have here is an Anglo-American view of
historians working on the central parts of western Europe in the central Middle Age '.
' Compare for German medieval historiography, Gerd Althoff, ed, Die D eullrhen und
ihr Mille/alter: Them,111111d F1mktio11e11 moderner Gmhicht1bilder vom Mille/alter (Darmstadt
1992).
' l thank Derek Baker, the moderator of the session mentioned in n 1, for convincing
me to qualify- although probably not as much as he would wish - an even stronger original comparison. omewherc I have read the not completely unfair comment that if Bede
had been born in Germany whole historical institutes would have been dedicated to him,
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But there is also much glibness, vacuousness, and pointless showing off:
'Peter Abelard . .. tried the radical neo-Freudian approach of high eroticism (copulation makes you free) a la Wilhelm Reich, Norman 0 . Brown,
and Herbert Marcuse' (p 42). 5
Chapter two is devoted to the great legal historian Frederic William
Maitland . Here the quality of presentation and analysis improves. Yet, there
is only a brief bibliographical note for each chapter, and therefore one's
wish for documentation of specific statements is frequently unsatisfied.
Cantor sees Maitland as a moderni t pursuing 'a Durkheim-like structural
and functional sociology' (p 57). Following a summary ofMaitland's study
of the common law, Cantor recounts Maitland's critiques since the 1960s
and gives reasons for the present prominence oflegal scholarship in the U.S.
in contrast to Britain. He relates Maitland's impact in the U.S. to the fit
between his functionalism and the relativism and pragmatism embodied first
in legal realism and now in the common law structuralism of the 1990s.
Without informing the reader that John G. A. Pocock's 'Machiavellian
moment' ha come under criticism, Cantor gives an interesting exposition
of American history in which the dominant tradition is that of the common
law. This has led to adversarial competitiveness against which a tradition
of republican virtue, with its ideal of a cooperative and consensual public
discourse, struggles. Even more interesting is the argument that Maitland's
pursuit of the common law was a quest for the deep structure that makes
civil society possible, and thus was an attempt to place medieval study in
service to contemporary problems. Against the romantic views of William
tubbs, who saw parliament as the bearer of the national heritage,
Maitland's modernism stressed that parliament itself was 'an administrative and judicial instrument of the crown', that is, of ministerial and lawyerly
enterprise (p 77).
Richard W. Pfaff discerns three books in Cantor's volume, one on 'the
for runes .. . of a number of eminent Jewish scholars who happen to have
been medievalists'.• Chapter three, on 'The Nazi Twins', Percy Ernst
chram m and Ernst Kantorowicz, introduces this book within a book and
but in England one would be glad for a reliable text (of most of the corpm). The great sendup here is the portrait of Edward Casaubon in G eorge Eliot's 1Widdlemarch, a scholar who
has spent his li fe amassing notes for an unpublishable book but cannot read the language
of the most important research on his subject, G er man : sec Jaroslav Pelikan , The Idea ofthe
Univmily: A Reexaminatio11 ( ew Haven 1992) pp 3-4.
' Compare the comments of D avid Abulafia, 'Institutes and Individuals: Some Medieval
Historians of the Twentieth Century'JoumalofMedieval History 18 (1992} pp 183-201, at
pp 189- 90.
' Review in Speculum 68 (1993) p 123. On page 124 Pfaff describes the treatment of
P. E. chram and Ernst Kantorowicz as 'a hatchet job and a half'.
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gives a fascinating view of German university life and German idealism
from the 192Os. The support, passive or active, of the majority of professors for the Nazi Reich is asserted.' Cantor remarks on the lack of candor
among Jewish exile professors as to why they had departed Germany: many
claimed it was their political opposition to Nazism, when in fact the racial
laws were determinative. Nevertheless, the amount of Cantor's speculation
throug hout the book on things such as the state of mind of various people
is bothersome. People who knew Kantorowicz warn against the reliability
of this chapter and take exception to the Nazi label. 8 ln any case, facrual
impreci ion continues. Cantor says that in the time of Constantine 'toquestion or resist the Christian emperor was a si n as well as a crime' (p 105).
This very imprecise statement of the law as it was later in the fourth cenrury {is Constantine confused with Theodosius?) misleads: the notion that
'question ing' was either sin or crime is wrongheaded. any statements cry
out for qualification: 'resistance to kings was unnatural' {p 105). { o Cicero,
natural law, or Widerstandsrecht?) Again, the biblical texts are 'contradictory'.
( ot 'unsystematic'?) Even if one does not know Innocent Ill died in 1216,
one puzzles over phrases such as 'Finally, in 1218, initially with the assistance of Pope Innocent III' (p 109). Calling the followers of St Franci
'freaked-out' (p 110) has an odd ring in a chapter that dwells on Christian
insensitivity to Jews (later Cantor actually writes of 'a clerical claque of
smooth-cheeked Jesuits' p 336). A Catholic reviewer of this book has noted
that, fairly, Cantor has an unstated theme which focuses on his chosen
medievalists' attitude toward Jews: unfortunately, Cantor's attitude toward
athol.ics is not unstated. 9 David Abulafia has remarked, in regard to Cantor's
omission of discussion of the work of Robert I. Burns SJ, on Cantor's failure more general ly to address the question of 'the existence, or otherwise,
of a Catholic historiography among American medieval ecclesiastical
historians'. 10
I would like to know how Cantor knows menopause came at age
thirty in the thirteenth century - there are many misleadingly assured
'I n his review, Speculum 68 (1993} p 124, Pfaff notes the lack of precise documenration of such assertions.
' Robert L. Benson has expressed some of his reservations in a letter with Ralph E. G iescy
and M argaret B. Sevccnko to NYRB 39. 14 (13 August 1992) p 65 (with a tangential response
by Robert Bartlett - see n 2 above). See also the review by Bennett D . Hill in American
Historical &view {AHR) 97 (1992} pp 1499-1500, at p 1499. David Abulalia, referring to
his own 'Kantorowicc~ and Frederick II', History 62 (1977) pp 193- 210, has described this
chapter as 'fundamentally misconceived': 'lnstirures and Individual s', p 188 n 17.
' Hill, AHR 97 (1992) p 1499.
0
' Abulafia, 1nsritutes and Individuals' pp 194-5, in a longer list ofunaddressed major
issues.
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statements in thjs book. Toward the end we get one worthy of Jacques
Le Goff. Page 415 tells us that 'after about 1280 medjeval intellectuals were
painfully aware that there were plenty of wrong and cruel things in their
world': in fact it would be hard to think of any merueval intellectual at any
date not painfully aware of such obvious facts. " On page 110 the papacy
in the time ofFrederick II is described as 'turning political with voracious
ambition', certainly a sloppy portrayal of the papal predicament at the time;
but then on page 115 the popes are, rightly, described as using 'every
resource . .. both material and moral, to withstand ... [Frederick's] pursuit of hegemony in Italy', with a comparison to the German situation of
the 1930s, in which there was no institution to block Hitler in the same
way. Cantor institutes a new, perhaps bizarre, form of comparative study
in his description of Karl F. Morrison as 'the greatest medievalist who failed
to get tenure at Harvard' (p 424).
Chapter four, The French Jews', treats Louis Halphen and Marc
Bloch. Cantor here prefers Halphen's benign portrayal of Charlemagne
over the later debunking by Heinrich Fichtenau and J. M. WallaceHadrill. Yet he does not seem to grasp the limitations of Halphen's positivism. Donald A. Bullough, for instance, has pointed out that Halphen's
dismissal of Einhard as a historian rests on 'narrowly positivist' criteria. 12
Cantor makes interesting criticisms of Bloch's influential Historian's Craft
and argues for the limitations of giving economic factors or physical
environ ment dominant causal significance in explaining such things as the
medieval sense of time or Gothic architecture: 'This amended environmentalism ofBloch's results in little better than a tautology when we come
to explain the emergence of a particular cultural marufestation' (p 144).
Leaving aside the fact that tautologies have their usefulness, I question
whether this is an accurate portrayal of Bloch's project. This in general
I understand to be more about a description of the web of relationships that
makes up a society than an explanation according to some si ngle category,
such as the economic.
'
Cantor relates a decline in the influence of the historical profession
co the replacement of narrative with structural writing modes; but later,
11
! have complained before of a certain false precision in Jacqucs Le Goff's rhetoric.
A favo rite example is noted in my review of The Medieval lmagi11atio11, trans Arthur
Goldhammer (Chicago 1988); Le Goff begins a sentence on the thirteenth century,
'Happi ness, a new idea in Christendom .. .'. Describing 'Foucault's Life and Hard
Times', in NYRB 40.7 (8 April 1993) pp 12- 17, at p 12, Alan Ryan notes 'a talent for
stating ... [ideas] in such extreme terms that they were literally incredible'. This could be
said of a rather large number of French intellectuals, many historians among them.
"Donald A. Bullough, Carolingian Renewal: Sources and Heritage (Manchester and
cw York 1991) p 148 n 5.
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omewhat inconsistently, he attributes the immense popularity of Anna/es
cholarship to its showmanship. All these questions are much more complicated than he indicates, as comparison to Philippe Carrard's analysis of
themes such as 'The "Revival of arrative"' shows. 13 Cantor argues that what
he takes to be Bloch's ideology, for instance his claimed 'peasant populism'
(p 175), mutes the possibilities of his methodology and also is a form of
backward-looking nostalgia. Here he seems to miss the larger point, that
much that Bloch did, rather than being the result of the 'soft-Marxism',
which Cantor claims to find in the great French historian, was the result
of his development of the nineteenth-century tradition of French sociology. Thus Cantor's criticisms of Feudal Society can be at once acute and
myopic. By noting that in this book 'the wonderful learning, wealth, and
imagination of monastery, court, cathedral, and university never come closely
into focus', Cantor shows that Bloch fe ll short of'total history'. The claim
i to picture an entire society, but the fact is that 'the feudal wo rld [is seen]
from the level of the upper stratum of the peasantry or lowest stratum of
the knightly order' (p 146). It is perfectly true that Bloch's book presents
far less than the whole of society. Yet Cantor fai ls to realize that in comparison with what had gone before, Bloch's book, whi le not 'total', wa a
real expansion of both an earlier social-economic history disconnected from
intellectual history, and an intellectual history disconnected from social and
economic context. ''
If Cantor had used Carole Fink's biography of Bloch, he might have
noted that Marx is not mentioned in the entire book: this could have led
him to wonder about the appropriateness of calling Bloch even the softest
ofM arxists; but for Cantor Marxism is an undefined term of abuse." Steven
Epstein correctly points out that 'Bloch rejected class analysis and historical materialism ... and his Feudal Society is far removed from Marx's
labor theory of value, as well as his other opinions on alienation, primitive
accumulation and the feudal mode of production'." If this false issue of
Bloch's alleged Marxism had been cleared away, the suggestive point that
there might have been a relation between Bloch's secularized Jewishness and
" Philippe Carrard, Poetics oftbe New History: French Historical Discourse from Braudtl
lo Chartier (Baltimore 1992) esp. chap 2. Carrard provides a good entrance into the bibliography on the Annales and the ' ew History' ('Nouvelle Hisloire?.
"Carrard, Poetics oftbe New History pp 59-61, makes sensible comments about the limitations of total history.
" Noted by Epstein (n 1 above), to whom I am grateful for having corrected some of
my initial reaction to Cantor's treatment of Marc Bloch. Carole Fink, Marc Blorb: A Lift
i11 History (Cambridge 1989). Carrard, Poetic, ofibe New History pp 43-4 , 186-8, 196-8,
202-3, traces the relations between the ew History and Marxism.
" Epstein (n 1 above), citing Fink, Marc Bloch p 37.
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what he leaves out of Feudal Society could have been pursued. For instance,
in pite of very illuminating statements about such things as 'time' and
'nature', Bloch omjtted almost all that had fallen under his contemporary
Christopher Dawson's rubric 'Christian culture'. These things appa rently
were not a part of 'total hjstory'. Cantor skewers in turn the great Anna/es
medieva]jsts co the present. Some will be outraged at his impiety, or unfairness, toward publications such as New York R eview ef"Books, but his jabs at
books like Montail/011, undeveloped as they may be, often have their point. 17
Cantor wants to find in Jewish intellectual life until the present a rift between
the alternatives ofHalphen's liberalism and Bloch's 'Marxism': though the
rift may be there, clearly Bloch cannot be one of its sources.
Cantor, I suppose because he works with the stereotype 'Catholicrepressive' and sees an Enlightenment notion of 'freedom' as a sine qua non
of both good scholarship and a good life (see the anachrorustic discussion
of freedom in medieval Europe pp 395 ff), tends to describe those few
Catholic scholars he approves of as 'liberal'. E tienne Gilson receives this
label (p 123), and later Hubert Jedin is similarly approved (p 288). Jedin
did describe himself as 'progressive' during the Second Vatican Counci l,
but I take it Cantor is unaware of his subsequent letter or memorandum
of September 1968 to the chair of the German Episcopal Conference,
Cardinal Dopfner, in which, aghast at the fal l-out from Vatican II, Jedi n
proposed such things as withdrawing canonical mission from any Catholic
professo r who plainly was teaching error. " Many will find Cantor's portrayal
of'The Mandarins', that is of the (p 124, another example of his fa lse precision) 'between two and ten people' 'in every country' who control merueval
studie a caricature. an to r guesses that 'perhaps a third of the people of
the cathedral towns in the eleventh century, before the pope cracked down
on clerical continence, were actually bastard children of the resident clergy
or descended from such' (p 129) - I suppose in the sense that 1 am a descendant of Charlemagne.
'The Formalists', Erwin Panofsky and Ernst Robert Curtius, next
receive a chapter. Cantor's clear but simpli fying description of formalism
" Bartlett, 'CantorburyTalcs' pp 1-15, discusses the unfairness of the treatment of Bloch.
Of recent scholarsh ip on the 011110/istes, sec Brian tock, Liste11i11gfar the Text: 011 the Use,
ofthe Past (Baltimore 1990), and Carrard, Poetiu ofthe New H istory.
"1 thank William Doino Jr for pointing this out to me .Jed in's letter was published as
' Hubert Jedin's 1968 Me111ora11d11111', trans Joseph \1/altcr, in Homiletic and Pa,toral R<'l!iew
92.2 (November 1991) pp 22-8. This is a translation of l-lubert Jedin, Lebembericht (Mainz
1984) pp 266-72. ln response to an earlier and briefer form of the present essay, Thomas
Carson sent me his translation of chap 15 of Jedin's just-mentioned autobiography (Carson
is considering a full translation), which leaves no doubt about Jeclin's attitudes, containsJedin's
self-description, and describes the background of the document referred to in the text.
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overcommits it to a single elitist social agenda, but in the process he make
illuminating remarks. Cantor also has a keen eye for weaknesses in well known studies by Panofsky, such as that of Suger of St-Denis. Yet hi knowledge of the history of western education is deficient, and in criticizing
Panofsky' Renaissance and Renascences in Westem Art, he fai ls to sec that aero
early modern Europe the das ics were not necessarily transmitted in the form
the Renaissance humanist had intended. As Dawson showed in his Crisis
of Westem Education, both the Protestant academies and the ratio studiorum
of the Jesuit colleges synthesized the medieval and humanist traditions, rather
than si mply pa ing on the latter.
Chapter six omewhat implausibly- Cantor is aware of this - place
F. . Powicke (misspelled in the title) among 'The Oxford Fantasi ts',
C. . Lewis and J.R. R. Tolkien. For the most part, I find that Cantor'
running comment about people's sexuality are more tiresome than interesting or clarifying. Yet his treatment of the Fantasists is appreciative and
his observations about the significance of the loss by both Lewis and Tolkien
of their mothers is illuminating. In add ition, Cantor argues for the com patibility of the principles of midcentury neo-Thomism with Lewis's clai m
that the essential components of high medieval literature were the courtly
love tradition, the learned conception of co mic order, and the primitive fee lings of a warrior culture. All th.is means is that both Lewis and the Thomist
were interested in the yntheses and a tendency toward unity of the high
Middle Ages. C an tor, by pointing to Lewis's further claim that medieval
culture combined 'generalizing visions of unity with an intense concentration on the particular' (p 215), rightly observes that 'Lewis saw more deeply
into medieval culture than the neo-Thomi ts did' (p 216). Decade
ago Dawson made a similar point. " The digression on 'Lewi 'medieval
Manicheanism' (p 220) agai n reveals Cantor's lack of theological sophistication: for him to see the devil as an enemy i Manichean.
A chapter on 'American Pie' discusses Charles Homer Ha ki n
and Joseph trayer. Haskins, who accompanied Woodrow Wilson to th e
Paris Peace Conference at the end of World War I, is credited with the political foresight that explains why Yugoslavia existed for such an extended period
of time. Though appropriate to its subjects, this is the most boring of antor'
chapters. Throughout the book present concerns intrude, with a piecemeal pre entation of Cantor's own views, some of which are mi generis:
" I have prepared a srudy that takes up this que stion, 'Theology, Qyeen of Science :

From Origcn to the ratio studiomm'. I note that Laurence K. Shook, Etienne Gilson (T oronto
1984) p 343, gives documentation to show that Gilson himself held that the 'scope [o
T oronto's Pontifical I nstitute of M edia:val Studies] was the whole of Christian culture
in the Middle Ages'.
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'Taxation ... is an unnatural condition' (p 266). I doubt his notion that by
1200 the 'best and brightest' university graduates became royal lawyers or
bureaucrats rather than pursuing ecclesiastical careers or commonly saw
careers in royal service as 'more socially useful' (p 265). Cantor writes of
Strayer's 'contempt for Roman Catholicism ... convincingly presented'
(p 278) in an essay he wrote on the crusades. In the notes to the same chapter Cantor writes 'There was never the gli mmer of a sign that Strayer
was .. . prejudiced against anyone' (p 435) and goes on to specify C atholics
among those who worked with him. This is not very clear. When I fir t met
Gaines Post, Strayer's close - but never-mentioned in this book - friend,
to begin my graduate studies, he immediately asked ifl was a Protestant
(which I was at the time). When I said I was, he replied with app roval to
the effect 'we see things differently'. Post too accepted students without
regard to religion, but this does not mean that non-Protestants we re not
marginalized in various ways. I did not know Strayer well enough to have
formed a judgment on his attitudes in this area - most of his writings seem
to me very evenhanded on religious questions. But Cantor, where other than
Jew are involved, does not seem very alert to the midcentury academic prej udices against which the attacks, si nce the death of Strayer, on Protestant
male ascendency in the name offeminism and multiculturalism have been
predictable reactions.
Chapter eight, 'After the Fall', is on D avid Kn owles and Etienne
Gilson. Cantor never defi nes or differentiates the 'modern culture' that
the nineteenth-century papacy opposed. Thus, while seeing all that is anti intellectual in ni neteenth-century Catholicism, he misses the heroism and
'counter-culturalism' of some- certainly not all - papal stances. Elsewhere
he sometimes appreciates such thi ngs. Silly things are also said: 'the church
was not interested in the scholarly study of the Middle Ages' (p 288). That
nineteenth-century scholarship has had its day does not mean it was never
scholarship. 20 ne wou ld have thought that in preparation for a chapter on
Knowles, Cantor would have read Knowles's Great Historical Enterprises and
thus would have have realized that groups like the Bollandists, in spite of
the devastation wreaked by the French Revolution, had regrouped and were
still doing their work." T he commen ts on John Paul II, who is said to have
"'Andrew Taylor, 'Removing Medievalists from Their Pedestals', The Globe and Mail
(Toron to 11 January 1992), remarks that Cantor 'shows little recognition of our enormous
debt to 19th-ce ntury edi tors and archivists or the extent to which their principles continue
to govern us .... When Cantor tells us, ' o book w1ittcn about the European Middle Ages
before 1895 or so is still worth reading except for curiosity's sake', it is tempting to re ply that
he should read his own book more carefully'.
" Subtitle: Problems in Mo11astic History (London 1963).
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'partly reimposed' earlier 'repressive intellectual guidelines' (p 290) are
both uncomprehending and confused - uncomprehending in the light
of John Paul's own 'modernist' training and writing and his extraordinary
attempts to reopen and resolve such things as the Galileo controversy, with
the concomitant convening of meetings of scientists to advise the papacy;
confused in seeing theology and sexual ethics as examples of'reimposit.ion'
when the argument had been about the church's attitude toward historical
scholarship. onstantly the terms of Cantor's arguments shift to suit his
purposes.
Cantor says 'all' Catholic writing about the Middle Ages is about three
'falls', the first of which is that of Adam. Because this is a teaching common
to all Christianity, it is difficult to see what the point is here. T he analysis
of the second fall, that of Rome - something again problematic fo r many
more than Catholics - collapses into rhetorical questions of the 'are you
still beating your wife' variety: 'Why did the church believe that preserving
Roman despot.ism and inequality after the fall of Rome was central to its
social mission?' (p 292). I suppo e that Cantor's reading of the reasons for
the relative absence of 'interpretive work' (p 294) at the University of Toronto's
Pontifical Institute of Medireval tudies a a kind of self-censorship is
possible in some cases, but two comments are in order. First, the obviou
superiority of the Institute (with the Center for Medieval Studies) to any other
program in medieval studies in orth America is largely due to its excellence
in all the ancillary disciplines needed by the medievalist: editing texts does
not necessarily lead to 'interpretive work'. Secondly, when one calls up even
a few of the names associated with the Institute over the years, one sees there
has been no lack of bold interpretation: Gilson himself, Joseph Owens, Anton
Pegis, James Weisheipl, J. N . 1-lillgarth, Brian Stock, to the present.
I note the irony of Cantor's praise ofHalphen's careful technical work,
which, according to Cantor, resulted in a much sounder view of the
Carolingians than that of the bold interpreter Bloch; but his coolness toward
Toronto (perhaps the only school in North America to have retained high
standards of technical training across a diverse faculty to the present). The
demand for more interpretive work seems to use one standard for the Jew,
Halphen, and another fo r 'Catholic' Toronto. Cantor, who admi ts to his
own 'weak Latinity' but does not think this disqualifies him as unfit for
medieval studies, clearly is himself an 'interpreter' (p 439). I have the impression that Cantor retails anti-Catholic stereotypes in lieu of research and
has very little sense of what Toronto has been or is today. He speaks of a
'clerical freezing of the mind at the Pontifical Institute' (p 351). I know where
my money would have been or would be in a battle of wi ts between Cantor
and, say, Fr J. Reginald O'Donnel, the dear departed Fr M ichael Sheehan,
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or Fr Leonard Boyle (whose criticisms of Mo11tai!lou are much more acu te
than Cantor's). 22
Cantor's treatment of the Medieval Institu te at otre Dame is of a
piece with hi treannent of Toronto. He appare ntly does not understand
the civil or canonical status of schools like otre Dame, which he calls 'sponored by the church' (p 294). But this is a small point again; apparently because
he has not done much serious research, he has very little straight. Here,
becau e I have had various forms of unofficial contact with the school and
l nstitute for two decades, and taught (not in the Institute) as a visiting professor at otre Dame in 1990, I have at least a lot more gossip available than
ap parently does Cantor, who seems primarily to have talked to one disenchanted former institute director. Whether Bernard McGinn (described as
'cu rrently the leading Catholic medieval historian in the United rates',
p 436) would tand behind all the judgments (with some of which I sympathize) attributed to him by Cantor, l do not know. The harsh criticism
attributed to MeGinn by his dissertation di rector, Cantor, gives only a very
partial view of the Institu te, which has attached to it, if not on the scale of
Toronto, a fin e grou p of medievalists. Comments that 'scholars find the
atmo phere ... too clerical, partisan, and confining' (p 294) perhap mean
anyone who stays at otre D ame is no scholar: in any case they again seem
to evidence a bigotry that stands in for research. Cantor absolutizes freedom of expre sion so that, where Christianity is concerned, only those forms
of Protestantism that have no 'center' are seen by him to foster scholarship.
Although I would not want to detract from Knowles' great achievement in his four volumes on the history of the religious orders in England,
Can tor 's superficiality is manifest in hi comment that this 'is the outstanding ac omplishment in medieval studies by a Catholic in this
century' (p 296; compare pp 318, 324). Greater than Gilson's or Ladner'
accomplishments? Cantor gi ves a meandering, gossi py, construction of
Knowl es's life. Here I would raise a moral question. Cantor calls prominen t medievalists 'reticent' for having written accou nts ofKnowles's life
which do not develop his relation with Elizabeth Kornerup. T hen he offers
pages of speculation and reconstruction that lead to no firm conclusion,
as fa r as I can see. Is not 'reticence' thus in order?2.i Cantor offer half-baked
" Sec Leonard Boyle's 'Montaillou Revisited: Mentalitc and M ethodology', in James
Ambrose Raftis, cd, Pathway, to Mediroal Pearantr (T oronto 1981).
"ln an interesting review of Christopher Brooke, Roger Lovan, David Luscombe, and
Aelrcd illem, David Know/er R emembered (Cambridge 1991), Ben nett D . H ill, Catholic
Historical R eview 78 (1992) pp 262-4, at p 263, remarks that Cantor gives 'no evidence at
all' of a sexual relationship with Elizabeth Korncrup. In another review Hill (a Benedictine),
AHR 97 (1992) pp 1499- 1500, lists mistakes in the treatment of Knowles.
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specu lations about all manner of things sexual and psychological:
Knowle , he says, uffered from 'retarded O edipal maturation' (p 312).
ore Can tor's way of approaching the question of whether Knowles and
Kornerup had sexual relations. He asks, 'Did that include sexual intimacy?'
and answer , 'There is no reason to doubt that occurred' (p 316). This doe
not eem to me to fo llow from his own analysis, which, rather, plants the
su picion that sexual intimacy may have occurred, but certainly does not
place this beyond doubt. Cantor elsewhere impugns the integri ty of
pu blications such as the N ew York R eview of Books, but l do no t see
that his track record in such things is !es dehumani zing. 2' I also fai l to
ee how laying bare Knowles' exuality, if possible in a responsible way,
illuminates Knowles's contribution to medieval studies. What one think
of Cantor' de cription of Knowles's alleged homoerotic development will
depend in part on what one thin ks of Freud and (if thi s is a di fferent
que ti on) in part on whether or not one i impressed with a kind o
p yc hological impressionism."
While givi ng an extremely favorab le reading of Knowles's contri bu tion, an tor sees him as failing 'to develop {as has everyone else) a historical
sociology for the fall of the medieval church' (p 325). lt is possible that Cantor
is posing the wrong question here. Fi rst, a good deal of recent scholarshi
suggests that the late medieval church had not lost popul arity and vitality
in the degree Cantor seems to assume. ln addition to the importan t work
of Penelope D. Johnson, in his recent unpublished Harvard PhD dissertation , Bruce Venarde suggests that if we look at women's monastici sm
(something Knowles rarely did) we often find growth and enthusiasm, nor
dec li ne. 26 Caroli ne Bynum has given a much more sympatheti c reading
of women's piritua li ty than usually found in an older scholarship.27 John
Van Engen has shown th e ways in which the D evotio Moderna wa a viral
response to a new hi storical situation.21 Thus the Protestan t and po tReformation notion - fou nd still in full flood in Cantor's book - th a
there had been a 'fall of the medieva l church' may be questi oned. Indeed,
since Can tor wrote his book, Eamo n D uffy has presen ted a riveting study,
The Stripping ofthe Altars: Traditional R eligion in England 1400-1580, th a

"See also Abulafia's comments, 'I nstitutes and Individuals' pp 198-9, on Cantor'
sclc tive quotation of Knowlcs's memoir.
' n his review in Spuulum 68 (1993) pp 124-5, Pfaff expresses similar reservation .
" Penelope D. Johnson, Equal i11 Mo11astir Prufissio11: ~ligious Women i11 M,dieval Fran.e
(Chicago 1991).
''For example, in Caroline Bynum, H oly Feast and Holy Past: Th, Religious Sig11ifiranr,
of Food to M edieval Wom,11 (Berkeley 1987).
"Devotio moderna: Basic Writings ( cw York 1988).
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calls in question almost all the conventional perspectives Cantor takes
for granted." According to Duffy, late medieval Catholicism was generally
vigorous rather than in decay: the laity, for instance, were closely involved
in the structures of the church and the Latin liturgy was widely understood.
C learly many thi ngs were wrong with the late medieval church, all symbolized by the very visible agony passed through by the papacy again and
again, yet it has increasingly been suggested that the situation was not as
desperate nor as prolonged as in earlier periods of medieval history. Whatever
turns this debate on the nature of the late medieval church still has to take,
antor's views on the matter are sadly out of date.
I take it that Cantor would be unable to make sense of Donoso Cortes's
nineteenth-century claim that every political error is first of all a theological error: at least Cantor finds it 'hard to understand what he is talking about'
(p 326) when Gilson remarks that the early twentieth century was lacking
an idea of theology sufficient to its problems. This of course reflects on
antor, and his treatment of Gilson is very perfunctory. Cantor makes
imperceptive comments, such as that Gilson 'was untouchable by Rome'
because his career was wholly in secular universities (p 326). Apparently we
are to accept the Pontifical Institute ofMedireval Studies as at once a focus
for 'clerical freezing of the mind' and as a secular institution. Of course in
fact the Insti tute is licensed by the papacy, but at the University ofToronto. 30
Cantor says Gilson's growing benignness toward Jacques Maritain and
the nco-Thomists in the 1960s and '70s 'may be attributed to loneliness
and senility' (p 328). Amusing as this notion is, I have serious doubts that
Cantor has read much of Gilson. The notion that Gilson, who continued
to take up new subjects and write important books such as his study of
Darwinism almos t to the end, was senile in the 1960s - no one denies his
powers were declining - is particularly absurd. Cantor docs not seem quite
to understand that Gilson was first a historian of philosophy and theology,
not a philo opher or theologian. His description of Gilson's 'extreme
confusion' and difficulty in being pinned down, more aptly describes
himself (p 328).

" Eamon Duffy, The Stripping ofthe Altars: Traditirmal Religion i11 England, 1400- 1580
cw H aven 1992}. Cantor is not alone: I note that the familiar picture of the late medieval
church is found even in James Hankins's portrait of humanism in the catalog of the exhibition at the Library of Congress, Washington, DC, ed Anthony Grafton, R ome Reborn:
Tix Va1i,a11 Library and Renaissa11u Culture {New Haven 1993) and, with much else, is uncritically accepted by Garry Wills, 'Popes and Pagans', NYRB 40.4 (11 February 1993) pp 29-31.
There is an ONLI , E version ofrhe Vatican exhibit at the Library of Congress on Internet
available by anonymous ITP from segl.loc.gov. (140 .1 47.3.12)/pub/vatican.exhibit.
"' hook, Gi/ron, describes its origins.
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In this chapter, Dawson receives a few sentences that equally show
Cantor's uncomprehension. Cantor attributes to both Gilson and Dawson
a 'unifying, synthesizing vision of the medieval church' (p 330). T here is
obvious truth in this, but Cantor conveys virtually no sense of how complicated and variegated both men's portrait of the Middle Ages was, of how
they lay bare many of the medieval subcultures and showed their interaction. He mi ses how innovative Dawson's idea of 'Christian culture' was,
that is of seeing culture as embodied religion and Church history as much
more than the history of popes, councils, and doctrine. In some ways,
precisely the things lacking in Bloch's earlier criticized wo rks were found
in Dawson, who also had sat at the feet of the sociologists. Cantor's
Twentieth-Century Culture already had made Dawson seem to be a minor
writer. But what is one to expect from a historian who, apparently unaware
of the hift in volumes 7 to 10 ofA Study ofHistory, thinks of Arnold Toynbee
as 'although not a Catholic, nevertheless [someone who] thought in line
with Catholicism'? (Twentieth-Century Culture p 292, speaking of the first
six volumes).
Cantor portrays Gilson as holding that Thomas Aquinas had
achieved a 'cultural synthesis'. This lacks precision. As I read him, Gilson
held that Aquinas achieved an intellectual synthesis of many ideas within
the history of Christian culture. This is quite different from holding that
the culture acn1ally embodied Aquinas's synthesis in any very fulsome way.
When Can tor writes of 'Gilson's view of the centrali ty of Thomism in
medieval culture' (p 331), he apparently misreads Gilson, who held that
Thomas's ideas were intrinsically of the first rank, but who understood
that Thomas never dom inated even medieval thought, let alone medieval
culture. But Cantor's hostility is incoherent. He dismisses Gilson's claim for
the importance of Greek phi losophy and Christianity in the Middle Ages
and for the continuing fecundity of this tradition as 'highly optimistic'
(p 330) without showing anything factually off-base in Gilson's claims.
Cantor seems to have no sense of how revolutionary Gilson's assertion
of the meaning of 'esse' in Thomas's thought was; and he completely misses
the point of Gilson's admittedly sensationalist labelling of Aquinas as an
existentialist. In relating the judgments of certain scholars on G ilson's use
of the term 'Christian philosophy', Cantor makes it clear that neither he
nor they understand the use Gi lson came to make of this historical label.
R . W. Southern receives a very appreciative chapter of his own, in
which his importance in legiti mating the study of twelfth-century 'romanticism' (a polyvalent word in this chapter) and individualism is clearly seen.
Again Cantor docs not appreciate that scholars he neglects, such as Dawson,
had paved the way here. Many, if they are not weary of playing Cantor's
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games, would dissent from his judgment that Southern's Making ofthe Middle
Ages, is with Schramm's Kaiser, Rom, und R enovatio, 'the best single volume
on medieval history in this century' (p 348). The book, important and enduring as it has been, is too frothy for such an accolade." But from it follows
a lament on the lack of the right kind of ambition in Southern. The world
of medieval studies would be a much better thing, according to Cantor, if
Bloch had failed and Southern had been interested in institutional aggrandizement." Throughout the book, what might be called C antor's ideas about
'professional ethi cs' seem to me deeply contradictory. Some scholars are
criticized for lack of ambition, for not building schools around themselves:
others like Carl Erdmann are praised for a lack of careerism. As it turns out,
Southern's students have been an 'anal-retentive lot' (p 349).
Cantor attributes to Southern a 'hymn of praise for the medieval world'
(p 368). I have myself criticized the rationalism Southern exhibits in M edieval
Humanism. 33 Yet, any close reading of that book, even more of Western Society
and the Church in the Middle Ages (imperceptivcly described p 438), reveals
that Southern has a fairly developed sense of the dark side of life, of irony.
Cantor remarks on Southern's 'anxiety' but does not forge a settled picture
of the man or his achievement. I am not sure how many return invitations
Cantor gets, but he does for Oxford what he has done for Toronto, seeing
the slumbers of the nineteenth century as continuing to our own day. From
this follows his approval of Margaret Thatcher, who 'knew what was going
on in those hallowed halls and why O xbridge must be shaken and its best
humanities dons dispersed overseas if Britain was to awake from its long
slumber' (p 349). Even were this true, the logic of improving one's schools
by expatriating one's best scholars is hard to follow.
Cantor rather frequently accuses scholars of not having addressed dumb
problems he sets them. In a section on the 'Knights of the Southern Round

1
' 1 note, however, that Abulalia, 'Institutes and Individuals' p 196, considers it 'masterly'.
" Bartlett, 'Cantorbury Tales' p 14, makes useful observations here. There seems
to me a slight tendency in the essay of Abulafia, 'Institutes and lndividuals', to recast Cantor's
analysis on some points, making Cantor's points more crisply than Cantor was able to make
them. I suppose Abulafia's comment that Cantor's 'fundamental point is that research has
Aourished where there have been real graduate schools, whereas some eminent scholars have
managed to damage the discipline by an apparently selfish lack of interest in creating viable
institutes of medieval research' p 188 (see also p 200) was meant to apply to R. W . Southern,
because outhcrn is the prime example in Cantor's book of failure to create an institutional
matrix, but Cantor's accusation is not selfishness but lack of ambition. Arguably for the
profession in general, Abulafia's point is more important than Cantor's, but it is not the same
po_int (~ee also Abulafia pp 195-7, which is a better account than Cantor's ofSouthern's
failu re.
" C. Stephen Jaeger has informed me that he will cite this analysis against Southern's
views in a forthcoming book.
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Table', for instance, after what seems to me misdescription of Colin Morris's
views on twelfth-century individualism, Cantor describes Morris as 'left
with the problem ... of explainjng why, if this ideological individualism
developed, it did not turn into a liberal political revolution, in the eighteenthcentury manner' (p 361; sec pp 394-5 for another list of dumb questions).
Even were there an 'ideological individualism' - Cantor's, not Morris's
term - in the twelfth century, to think of'a liberal political revolution' as
possible i very wrong- headed. I find Cantor's treatment of Peter Brown
somewhat murky, beginning with the unworked- out suggestion that
Brown should be placed as a krught of the outhern round table. It certainly
is true that Robin Lane Fox presented a challenge to Brown's views, which
Brown decli ned to take up in his N ew York R eview efBooks review of Fox's
Pagans and Christians. Yet the suggestion that Brown's review lauds Fox
uncritically in order to 'reduce him to imbecility' (p 363) as ks for a certain
suspension of belief on at least this reader's part. I, a great admirer of
much Brown has written, have been troubled by what seems increasing selfreversal and willfulness in his recent work: Cantor passes over the
opportunity for more sustained criticism on such matters. I am uncertain
that Malcolm Lambert, whom C antor not surprisingly praises, belongs at
the outhern round table. The same might be said for Caroline Bynum,
whose work is fleetingly and misleadingly described and who apparently i
cha tized for lac king Cantor's anachronistically fo rmulated interest in the
mistreatment of women. Bynum has the temerity to show 'women's creative
role in medieval civilization' (p 409).
The last chapter is a miscellany on a number of 'Outriders' - Johan
Huizinga, Eileen Power, Michael Postan, Carl Erdmann, and Theodor
Mommsen. Unconvincingly, C antor argues against most of his own earlier presentation that by the 1960s 'there was solidified a cultural structure
that comprised the fundamentals of the Middle Ages' (p 374). aturally
he does not tell us what this was. Yet the vignettes themselves are sometimes well done in spite of the running illogic that leads, for instance, to
seeing .Postan's somber sense of the economic constraints of medieval life
as somehow 'discomfiting to enthusiasts of the Middle Ages [admirers of
'medieval government, religion, literature, and art')' (p 393). 34 As if admirers had to admire what no human could control! Cantor actually writes 'that
the failure of medieval society to break out of the premodern Malthusian
cycle brings into question everything else in the medieval world' (pp 409-10;
compare the very different judgment on pp 416- 17). One could have more
" Abulafia, 'Instirutes and Individuals' pp 197-8, expands and corrects Cantor's
treatment of Michael Postan.
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easily concluded the opposite, that, given the economic constraints, the cultural achievements, the building of Chartres or the University of Paris, are
amazing. Cantor's ignorance of the present state of social and economic history is obvious in his comment that 'conventional historical research is not
likely to alter the contours of presently perceived medieval government,
society and economy' (p 161). As if any branch of study stands still! Not
unexpectedly, he has little sense of how new fields are developing, for
instance of how important the environmental history of the Middle Ages
is becoming."
Sometimes Cantor's ignorance of recent scholarship is surprising: after
a useful synopsis of Huizinga, we are told that 'no one has seriously addressed
the issue of the late medieval decline of symbolic capability that he raised'
(p 409). This is wrong on several scores. To name three: First, many think
that Huizinga was simply wrong, and that the symbols, as they always do,
merely transmuted. Huizinga at best was simply studying a specific symbolism in decline. Second, under the infl.uence of people such as Victor
Turner and Mary Douglas, students of sacred symbolism heavily populate
fourteenth- through sixteenth-century studies. Third, a field of study going
deep into the Middle Ages, sometimes oriented around the question of the
passage from oral to written culture, sometimes around the question of nonverbal modes of communication such as gesture, has happily been at work
on some of the very materials of interest to Huizinga. On page 409 we
are told 'The Germans have not been interested in the Middle Ages since
the war'! On page 396 the papal states are confused with the Patrimony of
St Peter.
Cantor saves the worst for last - a ranting, loose tirade comparing
medieval and modern 'totalitarianism' or protototalitarianism. Virtually all
the comparisons he draws are vitiated by his not coming to terms with the
most elementary fact of modern European history, that totalitarianism is
a specifically twentieth-century experience made possible by the mass movements and nationalism generated above all by the French Revolution and
that it is impossible without modern technology. 36 Clearly Cantor sees himself on the side of the Halphens, Erdmanns, and Mommsens of the world,
a defender of old liberal ideals against any 'blending of church and state'
(p 398). But in so doing he shows his inability to understand or be fair to
preliberal societies, which he portrays as the enemies of'civil society'. He
"The observation is Epstein's (see n 1 above), who especially condemns Cantor's
knowledge of economic history and treatment of Postan and points out how silly the last
quotation above from Cantor is.
" Zygmunt Bauman, M odernity and the H olocaust (Ithaca, New York 1989) provides an
antidote to a number of Cantor's perspectives.
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seems to understand 'civil society' in a European liberal or American
ncoconservative sense in that, while wishing the various levels of society
to Aourish in freedom, he does not orient these to a common good in the
classical sense of that term . The state is seen as something aggressive and
corrupt, which, it is hoped, can be kept at a distance. One can sympath ize
very much with the reasons that especially in the twentieth century have
led many to uch a 'politics of the outsider'." Yet so far as I can see, such a
politics, whatever the intentions of those who hold it, not only works against
a shared life in society but exacerbates the problem, making society a more
dangerous place in which to live, precisely because it dissolves shared
en ti men ts, habits, and any kind of consensus. From such a politics we may
end up with a new kind of W eimar Republic, a society of growing moral
anarchy and danger, caught now for America in such film s as Grand Canyon
and Falling Down. Above all, life may under such a politics actually be made
more perilous fo r the outsider, for the member of a minority. Whereas in
totalitarianism, patterns of civility, of hard-won accommodation between
majorities and minorities, are endangered by the crowding out of the
private and the individual by an imposed public life, in Cantor's form of
liberal society, the public sphere, the area of shared life, is so attenuated that
there will likely be insufficient agreement about the good to support patterns of civility. Cantor's politics do not seem to me to find their way between the Scylla of 'm ulticultural' disintegration and the Charybdis of the
totalitarian states, which attempt by fo rce a degree of cultu ral consensus
incommensurate with the accom modations between social subgroups
actually achieved by relatively more peaceful and legal give-and-take over
the centuries. Indeed such nineteenth-century Liberal politics seem to me
supremely egocentric and cla s centered, ordered to the interests of intellectuals, one of the last survivors of the nineteenth-century notable , but
not to the common person. T hey foster the kind of environment that makes
the li fe of what is left of the nine teenth-century privileged classes easy at
the expense of all the things the common man needs of government.
Cantor seems to me not to grasp the via media of those societies, the
more direct heirs of medieval and Catholic experience, whose ideal of civil
society is built arou nd the notion of the common good. Here the degree of
initiative and autonomy proper to each of the levels of human association
within society is determined in relation to the common good of society itself.
One does not have to know much about the history of Catholic political
" For a review much more favorable to Cantor's book and political prescriptions than
mine, see Robin Darling Young, 'Back co the Future', First Things #25 (August/September
1992) pp 5 6- 8.
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thought to know that it has been not just a main source of the idea of civil
society in this sense, but, in such principles as that of subsidiarity, its prime
expositor and defender. Who more than John Paul II is responsible for the
collapse of totalitarianism in our own day?" Cantor cannot see beyond
the bigotry or blindnes of one stream of old Liberalism or neoconservatism
against communitarian ideals. Thus he reduces a great range of historical
experience to 'totalitariani m'. With wild inconsistency he also writes that
'the medieval world wa one in which men and women worked out their
destinie with little or no involvement of the state most of the time' (p 416).
The book end in extraordinarily incoherent page on 'retromedievalism',
Cantor's vision of the future. In sum, Inventing the lvliddle Ages is a provocative, erratic, sometimes irresponsible, but also intriguing and sometimes
illuminating, book that holds one's attention .

" cc for Poland, Adam Michnik, The Church and the Left, cd and trans David O st
(Chicago 1992). More generally, see Augustin Hedberg, Faith under Fire and the &<uolutiom
i11 Eastern Europe (Princeton 1993).

